
true friends
David and Nathan Lesson 9 Ephesians 4:25b
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Goals
The child will...
• Hear that God wants people to live in truth.
• Know that being honest, even with friends, can be very difficult.
• Believe that Jesus died to take the punishment for his sins.
• Choose to follow Jesus and ask for forgiveness.
• Choose to live a life of truth.

Reminders
Review and repetition are important when working with children. They may not grasp everything 
now, but eventually it will make sense, if they remember it.

Supporting Doctrines
For supporting doctrines see Novo’s Statement of Faith at novoministries.org/statement-of-faith.

Power Phrase
A true friend tells the truth!

Memory Verse
Ephesians 4:25b, “Let each one of you speak truth with his neighbor.”

Acknowledgements
We want to express our gratitude to the volunteers who contributed ideas toward the development 
of this lesson: Joni Brown and Roddrick Dugger. All of our contributors work with the children of 
Oklahoma City’s inner city. Thank you for the time you have invested in the children.
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David and Nathan
Bible Story - 2 Samuel 12

Recommended Visuals
• flashcard visuals
Supplies
• Bible, Bible character costumes
Captivate #1 - Act It Out!
• Choose some boys to dress up as David and Naaman, or use signs to identify who they are. 

Have them act out the story as you read. 
Captivate #2 - Key Word!
• Have an action or noise the children do whenever a certain word is said in the Bible story. Key 

words and an action to go with it could be “David” (act like you are using a sling shot), 
“Nathan” (high five a friend beside you), and “house” (put your arms over your head and touch 
your fingers together to make the shape of a house). Pause and give the children time to 
respond. 

Background
• King David started out as the youngest boy in his family. He was responsible for taking care of 

his father’s sheep. He loved to sit outside and write songs about God. He killed a giant who was 
defying God. He served the first king that God chose to rule over Israel. He was best friends 
with the prince, even though they both knew that David would be the next king. He was 
accused wrongly and chased by the king he served. He served God with all of his heart. God 
said that David was a man after His own heart, which is a very special thing for God to say. For 
many years after David became king, he fought against God’s enemies. He stood for truth and 
wanted people to serve and honor the God that he loved. 

Story
• Retell the story from 2 Samuel 12.
• See story script.
Conclusion
• King David went into the tent of the Lord and sat down. He could not believe that God would 

choose to do something so great for him. He worshiped God and thanked God for using him. 
• Imagine if Nathan had been too afraid to go back and tell the king the truth. If he had, then 

David may never have heard the amazing promise God made. Nathan chose to be a good 
friend and speak the truth, even when it was hard.

✓

Testimony

• Share about a time when you told the truth, even though it was really hard. 
• Tell of a time when you told the truth to a friend, but you did it in a way that hurt their feelings.

✓
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Challenge

Recommended Visuals
• a variety of sizes of stickers, picture of an ancient city that is surrounded by strong walls*, Key 

Point visuals*, Power Phrase visual*, Memory Verse visual*
Supplies
• Bible
Introduction
• Before Large Group, choose a child to be your “friend.” Explain that your assistant will put a 

small sticker on his face. Instruct your “friend” to leave it on his face until you tell him to take it 
off.

• Before the Challenge, have an assistant put a little sticker on his face. Then cover your face in 
the stickers. Walk together onto the stage and talk casually, asking about the child’s day, what 
he’s been learning. Notice the sticker on his face and make a big deal about it to him in a very 
concerned way (not making fun of the child). Tell him to take it off his face. If he points out that 
you have some on your face, tell him that you must have gotten it from him. Brush off the idea 
that you might have a problem. Send the child back to his seat and talk to yourself about “how 
embarrassing it must have been to have that on his face. It’s a good thing I am a good friend to 
help him out.” After going on about it for a while, accidentally brush your face. Realize that you 
have stickers all over your face. Become surprised at how bad your situation is. Take the 
stickers off your face.

• When I’m a friend to others, I should share the truth with them. I should always check myself 
before pointing out a problem in others. Sometimes we have blind spots, places where we don’t 
realize that we have a problem. We need to be willing to listen to others as well.

Key Points
I need to tell the truth to my friends!
• I need to share the truth in many ways. I should start by telling the truth about Jesus. They need 

to know that God created them and that Jesus came to be their Substitute. God the Father 
created the world and created people to be able to have special friendships with Him and with 
each other. The first people God created and every person since then has broken that 
relationship with God by sinning and breaking God’s Law. Everyone except Jesus. Jesus is God 
the Son Who came to earth to take the punishment that people, you and I, deserve so that we 
could have that special relationship with God. Jesus did what we couldn’t do. Jesus paid for sin 
and beat death. When we choose to believe on Jesus and turn to Him for forgiveness, God 
becomes our Father and we are part of His family.

✓
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Challenge (continued)

Key Points continued
I need to be careful to share the truth in a kind way!
• I can ruin a relationship if I’m not careful with my words. Show pictures of ancient cities. Long 

ago in ancient times, kings built their cities with tall, thick walls made of stone or brick. The walls 
were so thick that houses were sometimes built on top of them. With very tall walls, a king could 
have his soldiers guard from the top of the walls. A king would build his castle with doors and 
bars. A king did this so that the people who were supposed to stay out of his castle would stay 
out and that the people who were inside would be protected. The Bible says that trying to fix a 
relationship that has been damaged is like trying to take over a strong city with protected walls 
(Proverbs 18:19). It is very hard to do. I should be careful about the way I talk to my friend and 
treat my friend. Give suggestions on how to speak truth kindly.

I need to listen to the truth from my friends!
• When my friends tell me the truth, I need to be careful to listen to my friends when they tell me 

about something I need to change. David listened to Nathan when he gave him God’s words. 
Proverbs 27:6 says that the wounds—truth that is hard to hear—from a friend are better than 
hearing nice words from a tricky enemy. Satan is a tricky enemy who will make sin look like fun, 
but the end of sin is death. Jesus tells us that following Him will be difficult, but when I believe 
on Jesus and ask Him for forgiveness, I will have a relationship with Him and can live with Him 
after I die. It’s better to hear the hard words of a friend than the sweet words of an enemy.

Conclusion
• Telling the truth is a choice. It is have to decide if I will be a friend who tells the truth or if I will be 

selfish and focused on the things I want.
• Invite the unsaved child to believe on Jesus and ask for forgiveness (Acts 16:31).
• Challenge the saved child to be a friend who tells the truth (Proverbs 27:6).
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Honesty
Arriving Activity

Supplies
• coloring page with the word “Honest” on it (one per child)*, coloring tools 
Instructions and Application
• Discuss with the children what it means to be honest. The definition is “to be free of deceit; 

sincere.” Allow them to give their thoughts on what it means to be honest and give examples. 
Have them write words or draw a picture that represents honesty. Help them to see the ways 
that they can be an honest friend and honor God.

Note · Comment

✓
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Only One Way
Gospel Presentation

Visuals
• Memory Verse visual*, “Who is God?” Foundational Gospel Truths visual*
Supplies
• Bible, stuffed animals (one per child)
Instructions and Application
• Talk about how other religions say there are many different ways to get to God; and if this were 

true then it would make things easier. But this isn’t true. Jesus says in John 14:6-7 that He is 
the only Way to get to God. This may not be what everyone wants to hear; people would like to 
think they could keep doing their own thing and still have a relationship with God. But Jesus 
always tells the truth even when it’s not popular, because He loves and cares about us and 
wants what is best for us. He wants to have a relationship with us, which is why He tells us the 
only way to get to the Father is through Him.

Discussion
• Older Team: Allow some time for them to ask questions about the points and verses on the 

“Who is God?” Foundational Gospel Truths visual.
• Younger Team: Allow them to teach John 14:6 to their “pets” and talk about how they can tell 

people the truth about Jesus.
• Quiet Team: Allow them to write down questions about the points and verses on the “Who is 

God?” Foundational Gospel Truths visual. Allow them to put their questions in a bag/hat and 
pull them out so they can be answered anonymously.

• Active Team: Have them practice telling each other about what Jesus said in John 14:6-7. Have 
them practice telling people who God is from the “Who is God?” Foundational Gospel Truths 
visual.

Note · Comment

✓
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Truthful Friends
Memory Verse

Visuals
• picture of a group of children making fun of another child*, Memory Verse visual*
Supplies
• poster board, coloring tools

A.G.A.I.N. acrostic 
A — ATTENTION GRABBER
Talk about how sometimes we can think that we should protect our friends by lying to them or 
telling them something is okay when it really isn’t. You may think you’re protecting your friend if you 
lie to him, but lying to him is not actually good for him. If the person is really your friend, you will 
want what is best for that person. Show the picture of the group of children making fun of another 
child. Ask them how they would respond if they saw those children laughing at someone else. 
Would they let them know that they are wrong in what they are doing, or would they join in? If they 
stand up for what is right, they run the risk of the kids getting mad at them or starting to tease them 
as well. What is the right thing to do?

G — GOD’S WORD
Ephesians 4:25b, “Let each one of you speak truth with his neighbor.” 
A — AWARENESS

I — IN THEIR LIVES
! unsaved child (questions to ask an unsaved child)

! saved child (questions to ask a saved child)

N — NUMBER OF TIMES

Memorization Activity
Play Crazy Stand Ups. “Everyone who...say the verse.” Fill in the space with different 
characteristics such as “is wearing green,” “is six years old,” etc. The children respond by standing 
to say the verse.

✓
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Truthful Friends (continued)

Discussion
• Older Team: Ask the team if there are times when it might be hard to tell the truth to their friend. 

Ask them if they can think of ways that they can be a truthful friend. 
• Younger Team: Ask them how they can be a truthful friend even when it is hard. Have them act 

out how they can talk with their friend about it. 
• Quiet Team: Ask them how they can be a truthful friend even when it is hard. Have them write 

their ideas on a poster board. Write the Power Phrase on the poster board.
• Active Team: Let them look at the different situations on the paper, and have them act out ways 

they can tell the truth even when it is hard.

Note · Comment

Flashback
Review Questions

Supplies
• sheet of review questions with storyboard boxes to write or draw the story (one per child)*
Large Group Review Questions
• Who did King David start out as? (The youngest boy in his family, whose job was to take care of 

sheep)
• What was one of the main things David did as king? (He fought against God’s enemies.)
• What did David want to do? (He wanted to build a temple for the Ark of the Covenant.)
• Who was Nathan? (A prophet)
• What did Nathan tell David when he asked about building the temple? (Nathan said the Lord 

was with him and he should do what was in his heart.)
• What happened after Nathan said that to David? (God gave Nathan a vision and said that David 

was not supposed to build Him a house.)
• How did David react when Nathan came to tell him what God said? (David began to praise the 

Lord because of the amazing promises God had made to him.)
Discussion Questions
• Why is it hard to tell the truth sometimes?
• How can you be a truthful friend?

Note · Comment

✓
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Masks
Craft

Supplies
• a few animal masks printed on paper for the kids to choose from (one per child)*, large craft 

sticks, masking tape, coloring utensils, scissors
Instructions and Application
• Make animal masks by letting them each pick an animal’s face, color it, and then cut it out. 

Lastly, use masking tape to attach each mask to a craft stick. Share with them that lying to their 
friend is like putting on a mask and pretending to be someone they aren’t. We shouldn’t lie to 
people, but tell the truth to people. Explain that they need to be careful to tell the truth not in a 
rude way, nor to get back at people, nor to be selfish. 

Note · Comment

✓
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What’s the Point?
Application Activities

Supplies
• yarn, scissors, picture of a child with a candy-colored tongue* 
Activity #1
• Ask a child a series of obvious questions (What color is the sky?, Where are we?, Who am I?, 

etc.). Prior to asking the child these questions instruct him to give you an obviously incorrect 
answer. Example: What color is the sky? Purple; Where are we? At the Zoo. Each time the child 
“lies,” wrap the yarn around him. After a while, have the child admit they were lying and cut him 
free of all the yarn. Talk about how lies only get us in a bigger and bigger mess; the truth is what 
sets us free (John 8:32).

activity #2
• Show the picture of the child with the candy-colored tongue. Ask the children what happens 

when they eat colored candy or a slushy. It turns their tongues the color of the candy/slushy. Do 
you think anyone would believe you if you tried to say that you didn’t have any candy if your 
tongue looked like that? Talk about how hard it is to cover up a lie, and remind them that 
eventually the truth will always come out.

Note · Comment

Now What?
Additional Activities

Supplies
• “David and Nathan” Coloring Page*
• “David and Nathan” Crossword*
• “David and Nathan” Fill-in-the-Blank*
Instructions and Application
• These activities are to be used with your team as time fillers while reinforcing the lesson 

concepts. They can take these home each week or do them while they are listening to you 
teach during Small Group. These activities require little to no explanation and can be great for 
moments when you are transitioning or don’t have time to start another activity.

Note · Comment

✓

✓
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